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A FINANCE BILL

TO ALLOCATE A MAXIMUM OF ONE THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED THREE DOLLARS AND ONE CENT ($1,503.01) FROM THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT SURPLUS ACCOUNT TO FUND THE BLACK GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION’S INAUGURAL GRADUATION BANQUET DINNER ON WEDNESDAY APRIL 19, 2017

PARAGRAPH 1: WHEREAS, THE BLACK GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION WILL HOST A CELEBRATION DINNER FOR UPCOMING MAY AND AUGUST GRADUATES; AND

PARAGRAPH 2: WHEREAS, THE GRADUATES AND UNDERGRADUATES WILL HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO BE ACKNOWLEDGED FOR THEIR ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE COMPANY OF FAMILY AND PEERS WITH A SPEAKER TO ADD EDUCATIONAL BENEFIT TO STUDENTS; AND

PARAGRAPH 3: WHEREAS, THE BLACK GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS ASSOCIATION HAS FUNRAISED MONEY ALL YEAR TO MITIGATE COSTS FOR THE ADDITIONAL EVENT EXPENSES; AND

PARAGRAPH 4: WHEREAS, THE FUNDS SHALL BE ALLOCATED AS FOLLOWS:

1. AN AVERAGE OF $29.32 PER MEAL
2. GRATUITY OF $183.51
TOTAL: $1503.01

PARAGRAPH 5: THEREFORE, BE IT ENACTED BY THE LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENT SENATE ALLOCATE A MAXIMUM OF ONE THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED THREE DOLLARS AND ONE CENT ($1,503.01) FROM THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT SURPLUS ACCOUNT TO FUND THE BLACK GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION’S INAUGURAL GRADUATION BANQUET DINNER ON WEDNESDAY, APRIL 19, 2017, AND

PARAGRAPH 6: BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT A COPY OF THIS BILL BE TRANSMITTED TO ALISA JONES, STUDENT GOVERNMENT FINANCIAL COORDINATOR AND DR. ROLAND MITCHELL, ORGANIZATION ADVISOR.

PARAGRAPH 7: THIS BILL SHALL TAKE EFFECT UPON PASSAGE BY A TWO-THIRDS (2/3) VOTE OF THE LSU STUDENT SENATE AND SIGNATURE BY THE PRESIDENT, UPON LAPSE OF TIME FOR PRESIDENTIAL ACTION, OR IF VETOED BY THE PRESIDENT AND SUBSEQUENTLY APPROVED BY THE SENATE, ON THE DATE OF SUCH APPROVAL.

APPROVED:

__________________________   _______________________
ALEX DE GRAVELLE          ZACHARY A. FAIRCLOTH
SPEAKER OF THE SENATE      STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT

DATE:_____________________   DATE:_______________